Sir Drake the Brave

Teacher's Guide

Story Basics
Most stories have a beginning, middle, and end.

Idea

Characters

Most stories have a problem or
conflict that the main character
has to overcome or solve.
What is
Drake's
problem?

What is the main idea in "Sir
Drake the Brave"?

How does he
solve it?

Setting
Plot

Plot is the cause-and-effect
relationship between events
in a story.
According to E.M. Forster, "The
king died, and then the queen died",
is a story, while, "The king died, and
then the queen died of grief", is a
plot."

How would you
describe the plot
of "Sir Drake the
Brave"?

_

What are the main settings
in "Sir Drake the Brave"?
How many settings do you
see?
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Character
\01 Our main character, Drake has a

prosthetic leg, and experiences some
bullying. Could the same story be told even
if he was not "limb different"?
Who are the other main characters in "Sir
Drake the Brave"?
What can you tell about Drake's character
from these illustrations?

\0/ Different characters have different points

of view. How would the Dragon describe
Drake's character? How would the Pirate or
the King or his mom describe Drake?

\01 How would Drake describe the

other characters at the beginning of
the story? How would he describe
them at the end of the story?
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Writing Basics
Writers are encouraged to "show, don't tell" in their stories.
What does this mean?
What can you tell about Drake's
personality by these sentences?
"What if a Fire-Breathing, Big Bully
Dragon with Bright Shiny scales
came to the door and offered a
castle if you'd let him stay here?"

"Hey Dragon! Hey,Pirate! Hey, King!
You can't stay here UNLESS you can
learn to be thoughtful and honest and
gentle and kind."

In the scene below the text says:
"Pirate learned to play leapfrog and not cheat at chess. King learned to say, "I'm
colossally sorry", when he was wrong and swing his scepter only at balls.
What does this action tell us about Pirate? What about King?

Authors like to show that
their characters have "grown
and changed" during the
course of the book.
How did Drake change?
How did the other
characters change?
ELA standards: RL1.3,RL 2.3, RL3.1, RL 4.2, RL5.1
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Author and Illustrator Roles
Who is the Author? Who is the illustrator?
How does the illustrator tell the story without the author's words?
What can you tell about Drake through this picture?
Does the text describe his physical appearance?

Whose point of view tells the story?
Can you retell this scene from the
King's point of view?

How do illustrations set the mood for the story?
Compare and contrast the mood in these two scenes.

ELA-RLK.6,RL1.6,RL2.6,RL4.6,RL5.6,RLK.7,RL3.7,RIK.6,Rl1.6
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Story Starters
1. What would I do if a pirate offered my Mom gold to let him hang out?
2. What would happen if a dragon offered me a castle to let him move in
and bully my friends?
3. "When hundreds of helper moved in, my life sure changed. But not
necessarily for the better."
4. Explain- how to do something- like how to teach kindness
5. Write a day in the life story about your pet or favorite toy

OPINION PIECES
Choose a topic from the first two story starters.
Write an opinion piece with reasons to back up
your ideas. In groups, students compare and
contrast their opinions.

PROCEDURAL
• Create a procedural paper with steps that
can be followed in the classroom.
• Explain the steps in detail.
• Break into groups and following directions
EXACTLY, complete the steps.
• Use a phone or video camera to film the
process. As a group, evaluate wh at works,
and what leads to unintentional results.

NARRATIVE PIECE
Use topic # 5 to write a narrative recounting
a sequence of events, with details to
describe actions, thoughts and feelings.

ELA sta nda rds: W1 .1,W1 .2,W1.3, W1.6-W2.1,W2.2,W2.3, W2.6-W3.1,W3.2,W3.3, W4.1,W4.2,W4.3,W4.6
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How to make a clay dragon
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